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SUMMARY 

Much of the information needed to understand the internal 

structure and development of the outer planets cannot be ob

tained unambiguously using current remote techniques. srectro

scopic and occultation measurements from flybys and orbiters, 

and ground-based observations can rield information which is 

pertinent mainly to the atmospheres above the clouds. And, un

fortunately, those remote sensing techniques which do involve 

deep atmospheric penetration do not give composition data. An 

atmospheric probe offers the distinct advantage of acquiring 

not only composition, s t r u c t ure, and other data correlated 

spatially and t emporally, but a l so information which cannot be 

obtained remotely . 

The principal difficulty in successfully penetrating the 

upper atmospheres of the outer planets can be traced to the 

characteristically high entry velocities,to the difficulties 

in estimating veh i cle performance, and to the major uncertain

ties and lack of information about such entries. At Jupiter, 

for example, the entry velocity would be in the range 48-60 km/sec. 

These velocities, which are several times larger than typical 

Earth entry velocities, imply at least a factor of ten increase 

in heat transfer magnitudes over those currently manageable in 

Earth and inner planet entries . 
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The objectives here are to determine on a preliminary 

basis the thermodynamic feasibili ty of outer planet entries, 

especially into Jupiter's atmosphere, and to delineate the 

major technical problem areas associated with them. The study 

concludes that a surviving entry into Jupiter's lower atmosphere 

is feasible and can be best accomplished using a grazing tra

jectory, but it also points out that there are many major 

assumptions inherent in this judgment . The approach consisted 

of first obtaining empirical expressions for the instantaneous 

vehicle heat absorption rates, and, secondly, estimating the 

total heat absorption over the trajectory together with the 

resulting mass loss. An IBM 7094 Fortran II computer program 

was employed to calculate instantaneous total ' heat absorption 

rates at the stagnation point . (It was assumed that such rates 

would be greater than the rates averaged over the whole vehi

cle . ) The instantaneous rates were integrated over the entry 

trajectory, and mass loss estimates were derived from them 

using an assumed, constant heat of ablation (2500 cal/grams). 

A fractional ablated mass loss was then computed by comparing 

the mass lost by ablation with the , original vehicle mass, 

assuming also a constant ballistic coeffic ient during entry. 

In the process of obtaining heat transfer prediction 

schemes, several major technological problem areas, which must 

be developed in support of detailed outer planet entry studies, 

were elicited . These are: 
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Planetary atmospheric composition and structure, 

most especially the helium abundance 

Theoretical and exper imental helium and hydrogen 

radiative data and labora t ory helium and hydrogen 

thermod ynamic and transport data 

Comprehensive hypersonic heat transfer prediction 

schemes (for radiation-dominated flow fields) 

Ablator materials performance, particularly in a 

hydrogen environment, and as a function of initial 

shape. 

Some of the more important problems specific to this study in

clude : 

Ablation induced changes in the ballistic coefficient 

Influence of ablation products on heat transfer 

Helium-hydrogen reactions 

Ablator and ablation product radiative properties 

Boundary l ayer gas injec tion benefits 

Helium convective heating 

Definition of free molecule and transition regimes 

in hypersonic flow 

High 'g' structures and mechanical design 

Upstream radiative heating 

In order to assess the feasibi.lity of individual entry 

cases, a concept of successful atmospheric penetration has been 

defined in terms of "survival criteria"; viz., that, at entry 

into the cloud tops, an entry probe retain at least 10 percent 

of its initial mass and that i ts velocity be no more tqan 
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1 km/sec . Within these cr i teria only grazing entry trajectories 

ar e c learly feasible . However, because of the conservatism 

used in the h eat absorption estimates, the more objective con

clusion i s that in the context of thes e "survival criteria" 

grazing entries are always superior to angle or direct entries. 

In the following f i gure are shown, for a Jupiter entry, 

the ablated mass loss compared to original vehicle mass, Fm, 

and the "terminal" (cloud top entry) velocity, Vt' versus the 

entry vehicle ballistic coefficient, B. 

greater than 1 . 0 are, of course , upreal. 

The values of F 
m 

From these data it 

is evident that d irect entr i es are non-surviving - either 

b ecause of excessive mass loss at low B values or because of 

excess ive terminal velocities at higher B values. Reflecting 

the strong influence of the high rotational speed of the planet, 

the grazing entries survive over a rather wide range of ballis

tic coefficients . 
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Repo r t No . S-4 

THERMOPHYSICAL ASPECTS AND FEASIBILITY 

OF A JUP I TER ATMOSPHERI C ENTRY 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

The ob jectives of thi s r eport are to obtain a prelimin~ 

ary assessment of the feas i bility of out e r planet atmospheric 

probes, and to ident i fy maj o r techn ical problem areas. Primary 

attention is given to Jupiter a t mo s pher i c entries. In the per

formance of this study many assumptions were made which pro

foundly affect the determination of fea sibil ity of Jupiter 

atmospheric entry . It was recognized that i t is of equal, if 

not greater, importance to po int ou t the technological weak

nesses necess i tating these assumptions . 

The interest in enterin g the atmo spher es of the outer 

planets with probe vehicles de r ives in large part from the 

limitations o f ground-based and o t her remote techniques to 

answer questions about the stru c ture and c omposition of the 

planetary bodies and the i r atmos pheres below the clouds . Con

ventional astronomy has i dent i fie d con c lus ively several upper 

atmosp h ere c onstituents and h a s g~ven r ough quantitative 
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estimates of the i r abun dances . Prevailing evidence strongly 

suggests tha t J upiter's atmo sph ere also contains elements and 

c ompounds which cannot be detected - at l e a s t in the current 

state-of-the-art - by conventional astronomical techniques. 

Flyby and orbiter veh i c l es, which would have the effect 

and advantage of improv i ng spatial resolution and o f removing 

the absorpt i on and scatter c ont r i but ed by t he matter between 

J upiter and an Earth- based observer, offer l ittle improvement, 

because the basic difficulty i s that of p l a ne tary atmospheric 

extinction and thus limited penetration . Some measurements 

(e . g . , most isotopic abundances) must be ma d e in-situ. 

An atmospheric probe can measure a t mospheric properties 

either directly or indirectly, but its unique v a lue is its 

ab ility t o gather data continuously and s i multaneously , so that 

the structure of the atmo sphere can be determine d . Outer 

planet probes also have the advantage that t h ey p enetra te the 

lower atmosphere, a region inaccessible to remote spectroscopic 

techniques . 

All thes e considerations offer compell i ng reasons to 

determine whether deep penet r a t ion probes are fea s i b l e . This 

report treats the question of whether probes c an survive the 

gasdynamic heating associated with Jupiter entrie s, thus re

stricting the question to one of t h ermodynamic feasibility. 

In this limited sense, feas i bility is determin e d by the fraction 

of the initial vehic le mass which s u rvives entry heating. 

Many important non-thermodynamic c onsiderat ions, such as 
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communicat ions, terminal gu idance, pa yload science, etc., are 

recognized but have been specifically excluded from this study. 

The scope of this study has been limited to Jupiter 

entries, because J upiter is the nearest and the largest of the 
---~-· 

outer planets, with the highest escape velocity of all the 

planets . Among the outer planets Jupiter is of primary inter

est . It is also a worst case on the bas is of entry velocity. 

Furthermore, the conclusions reached regarding the feasibility 

o f a Jupiter atmospheric entry should be qualitatively appli

c able to entries into the other outer planets. 

In Section 2 the planet ary data used in this study are 

s ummarized, with emphasis on Jupiter . Of particular importance 

are the planetary escape and rota t ional velocities, and the 

properties of the upper atmo s pheres (i . e., the atmospheres above 

the c loud top s). We dis cuss t h e general aspects of heat trans

f e r in Section 3 , and the p r oblem of estimat ing hypersonic heat 

ab sorption . Also in Section 3, a scheme refer red to as survival 

criteria is derived which forms the basis for determining the 

t h e rmodynamic feasibility of deep penetration probes . Section 4 

de tails the development of applicable hypersonic heat transfer 

prediction schemes, the synthesis of a heat t r ansfer model, and 

the method of estima t ing mass loss . The results and a discussion 

of them, in Section 5, a r e presented in terms of peak heating, 

t otal integrated heat abs orption and the estimated resulting 

ma ss loss . Finally, our conclusions and recommendations are 
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given in Sections6 and 7. These rela te not only basic feasibility 

results but also point out important areas for future research 

activities . 

2 . PI.ANET CHARACTERISTICS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

The planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto 

are commonly called the outer or J ovian planets. Table 1 lists 

for each of these planets some of their physical and astronomi

cal characteristics and the effects of these on the velocities 

of approaching spacecraft . 

The ballistics and thermodynamics of planetary entry 

are sensitive functions of gasdynami c velocity and atmospheric 

density . In this section are indicated the important planetary 

characteristics which influence these parameters. The total 

inertial velocity, VH, for example, is basic; it depends upon 

escape velo c ity , V (measured at atmosphere entry), and VHP, esc 

the asymptotic velocity of approach to the planet, determined 

by launch date, launch energy, a nd .trajectory. It is expressed 

by the relation 

in which 

and, 

V 2 
H = VHP

2 + V 
2 

esc' 

2 
Vesc = 2K/r 

K = Gravitational constant (km3 /sec 2). 

(1) 

(2) 

r = Radial distance from planet center to vehicle (km). 

The gasdynamic velocity, VE* , however, is the velocity of 

*In the remainder of th i s report the subscript is dropped, and it 
is understood that the symbol V (= VE) means gasdynamic velocity. 
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n 

Planet 

Jupiter 

Saturn 

Uranus 

Neptune 

Pluto 

Peri
helion 

Distance 
(AU)k 

4 . 95 

9 . 0 

18.23 

29 .80 

29 .69 

Optical 
Radius 
~1* 
lkm) 

71,350 

60,400 

23,800 

22, 200,, 

N3,000 

Table 1 

FACTORS AFFECTING PLANETARY ENTRY VELOCITY 

Surface 
Rota

tional 
Velocity 

vi;p* 
(km/sec) 

12.653 

10.300 

3.840 

2.583 

NO• 03 

Surface 
Escape 
Velocity 

Ve&c* 
(km/sec) 

59.60 

35.435 

22.083 

25.145 

3.8-5.0 

Typical 
Hyperbolic 
Approach 
Velocity 

VHP** 
(km/sec) 

7.0 

7.5 

12.0 

12.0 

15.0 

Total Entry 
Velocity 

VH 
(km/sec) 

59.90 

36.27 

25.13 

27.85 

Initial 
Gasdynamic Entry Velocity 

Direct, 
- 'Y I = 900 
(km/sec) 

61. 33 

37.58 

25.44 

27.98 

VE 

Grazing, ___, oo - 'Yr~ 
(km/sec) 

47.25 

25.97 

21. 3 

25.3 

Earth 1. 00 6,378 0.465 11.2 0-6*** 11.2-12.7 11.2-12.9 10.7-12.2 

*Allen (1955) . 
**Based on fl ight times: 800 days to Jupiter; 1,300 days to Saturn; 2,200 days to Uranus; 

5,000 days to Neptune; and 16,000 days to Pluto (Narin and P 5erce 1964). 
~*For comparison , typical of lunar return. 



interest because i t determines ball istic and thermodynamic per

formance . Its initial (drag -free) magnitude depends only upon 

VH, the atmospheric rotation rate, and the flight path angle, 

and is computed from the expression : 

in which 

vrp = 

= 

nP.-1'. = 

'Y r = 

v2 = V 2 
E 

Equatorial 

rp,e . 
QP.x.. ' 

Equator ial 

atmospher i c rotat ion velocity 

(km/s ec) 

planet rotation rate (rad/sec) . 

Inertial flight path angle ( deg) . 

(3) 

The vector relationships between these quantities will be ex 

pla ined more f ully in Section 3 . Characteris tic velocities and 

typi al VHP values are given for each of the outer planets in 

Table 1 . VH has been calculated using Equation 3 for direct 

(-ry 1 = 90 °) entries and for grazing - ry 1~ 0°) entries. The 

strong influence of planet rotation rate on gas dynamic entry 

veloc ity is very not i ceable . The range of gasdynamic entry 

veloc i ties, in J upiter's case, for example, is actually 

59 . 90 + 12 . 65 km/ sec ; if the vehicle enters directly in the 

direction of planet rotation (along the equator), it is 

47.25 km/sec; and in the retrograde direction, 72 . 55 km/sec . 

Hence , the nomina l range of Jupiter entry velocity is, for 

pra tical purposes, 48- 60 km / sec. 

The structure of a planetar y atmosphere (its composi

tion, density , and temperature versus altitude) strongly 
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influences the ballistic behavior of a vehicle and the entry 

heat generat i on . Both the gas dyn amic d r a g and heat generation 

depend upon local atmospheric dens i ty, v e h i c le velocity, local 

atmospheri composition, and vehicle charac t eristic s . 

A gross measure of the structure o f an atmosphere is 

-1 the scale height, t3 , which is the ver t ical height in which 

the density changes by a factor of e, and is defined b y the 

expression 

(4) 

The quantity Mis the average molecular we i gh t of the atmos

pheric constitu ents; g, the acceleration of g ravity ; R, the 

universal gas constant; and T, the absolu t e t emp e rature. For 

an isothermal atmosphere with constant composition, the density, 

p, at any al itude, h , is then 

- Ah p = p e f---' 
0 

In Equation 5, p is a "sea level" or referen ce density. 
0 

( 5) 

Jupiter 's atmosphere may be thought of in t e rms of an 

upper atmosphere and of a lower atmosphere, wi th the v isible 

clouds defining the interface . Structure infor ma tion about 

the upper atmosphere is uncertain and incomplet e . Onl y tempera

ture data exist for its lower atmosphere and are difficult to 

associate with a specific distance below the cloud tops . The 

elemental composition data in Table 2 represent a s ynthesis of 

the data of several investigators (Rank et al . 1966, Kuiper 1952, 
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T ble 2 

ATMOSPHERIC COMPOS ITION AND STRUCTURE DATA 

Elemental Abundance Mg (= t3 ) 
Scale 

(km-a tm):, I sotherma l Blackbody Heifht 
Temperature Temperature RTr t3 -

Planet Hz He CH4 NH3 Tr (O K) TB (O K) (km- 1) (km 

J upiter 200 36 0 0200 0 0040 88 173 0 . 087 lL 
--
-I Saturn 355 64 0 . 35 "i'(-;'( 68 127 0 . 05 1 19 .7 
;:o 

m Uranus 135 373 3 . 5 *,'( 47 90 0 0093 10 . 8 (/1 

m 
> Neptune 230 640 6.0 "-·~ 38 72 0 . 115 8 07 0 ;:o , " 
("I 

:r Pluto 60 63 
z 

X 1024 molecules/cm3 (/1 1,1 km-atm = 2 . 687 
-I - ,'o\-Unde tee ted (i.e.' (lo-4 km/atm) -I 
C 
--4 
m 



Owen and Greenspan 1967, Owen 1967); they are current estimates 

of the composition of the upper atmospheres of the outer 

planets . The data in Table 2 are not necessarily precise; 

because of the nature of the measurement techniques, errors of 

+ 100 percent are not uncommon . Hence, we urge caution in 

adopting these data for additional calculat ions. They have been 

presented mainly to indicate typical values for these quantities 

(Baum and Code 1953, Spinrad and Trafton 1963). 

In Table 2, the Jupiter ammonia (NH3 ) data are from 

Kuiper (1952) . NH3 has not been detec ted on any of the other 

planets, even though its threshold for measurement is 10-4 km-atm. 

Also in Table 2 is the isothermal temperature, T1*, which is 

the temperature of the stratosphere; the value for Jupiter is 

from Taylor 1965), and those for the other planets, from 

Kuiper ( 1965) . he temperature of a blackbody rece iver 

located at the planet ' s distance from the Sun is the blackbody 

temperature , TB (Allen 1955); it has been shown for comparison. 

Finally , in Table 2 we list the calculated scale heights using 

Equation 4 . 

Figure 1 illustrates the "Jupiter Standard Atmosphere," 

a model atmosphere we have adopted for Jup iter . It is by no 

means certain that this model is valid, although it seems to 

be a logical construction from available information. 

Temperature, composition, and other data indicate that the 

clouds surrounding Jupiter are condensed ammonia crystals. 
*The temperature of the stratosphere, the atmosphere above the 
altitude at which the lapse rate, dT/dh, becomes negligible. 
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TEMP. DENSITY 

~K gm/cm3 

88 6,83(-5) 

v"'IIO 1.28 (-4) 

v'240 9.82(-4) 

R 
ISOTHERMAL REGION 

SCALE HEIGHT: 11.3 KM 
HELIUM/ HYDROGEN RATIO: 0.36 
AVERAGE MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 2.3 

---,-----'-----""T-~R:_E~F1ERENC~ LEVEL ,, 
SEA LEVEL 

v' 50·60 km 

rpl :::: 71350 km 

FIGURE I. JUPITER STANDARD ATMOSPHERE 
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' ' 

-
Since the thermodynamic properties of ammonia are known, in

telligent est imates can be made of the temperature and pressure 

conditions at the cloud tops . Analogous t r eatments of other 

data yield the remainder of the information contained in 

Figure 1. The model presents a reasonab l e picture of Jupiter's 

atmospheric structure in light of existing inf ormation . This 

model, while pertinent specifically to Jup iter, should appl y 

qualitatively to other planets . Tab le 2, i t must be remembered, 

refers to the atmosphere above the clouds. The atmosphere below 

the clouds remains virtually unknown . 

• We emphasize the need for better upper atmosphere 

data for the outer plane t s . 

3 . GENERAL HEAT TRANSFER AND BALLISTIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Basically there are three regimes of hypersonic f l ow: 

free molecular, transition , and continuum . The cha r a c ter of 

a vehicle's ballistic and thermodynamic respons es in each are 

quite distinct . 

in which 

The general e xpression for heat transfer rate is 

(6) 

--
2 

q = Total heat transfer rate t o v ehic l e, cal/cm -sec 

CH= CC+ CR 

CC= Convective heat transfer c oeff i c ient 

CR= Rad iative heat t ransfer coefficient 

p = Ambient atmospheric density, gm/cm3 
co 
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V = Gasdynamic velo ity, cm/sec 
1 3 2 q

00
= (2 p

00 
V) = free stream enthalpy flux, cal/cm -sec. 

The free stream enthalpy flux is the total rate of flow of 

kinetic energy in the flow stream . The factor, CH, the heat 

transfer coefficient , ranges from nearly unity in free molecular 

flow to the order of 10 to 10- S in the continuum regime. 

In this section we will d iscuss hypersonic heat trans

fer in general and indicate the various processes comprising 

it . The more detailed development of a heat transfer model 

will be given in the next sect ion . Cons i stent with the stated 

object ives, we will identify the principal problems attendant 

to the hypersonic ballistics and thermodynamics of Jupiter 

entr i es . 

3.1 Free Mole ular Heating 

In the free mole ular flow regime the heat transferred 

to the vehicle can be a substant ial fraction (CHrv0.1-0.8) of 

the total kinetic energy of the free stream . It would be im

portant here if free molecular heating (e . g . , at velocities up 

to 60 km/sec persists for long times . A large amount of heat 

then would be generated in the vehicle with little compensating 

veloc ity reduction . Ideally the vehicle should spend a minimum 

of time in this regime . 

Free mole ular interactions occur when a molecule strik

ing a surface is reflected and does not re-encounter that sur

face before reaching equilibrium . The molecules colliding 

with a surface interact with it independently of one another. 
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The situation i s not qualitatively di fferent when the surface 

also is mov i ng . he energy and momenta transfer will depend 

upon relat i ve velocities; and as long as each molecule inter

acts ind i vidually with the surface, the energy exchange will 

be a large fracti on of the t ota l kinetic energy of the surface 

and the molecule . The surface will experience an inc rease in 

temperature as a result . The t hermal energy absorbed in free 

molecular flow can be est i mated with much grea t er certainty 

than can the limits in which free molecu l a r f low exists . 

Throughou t this report we refer t o free stream enthalpy 

rate, q
00

, free molecular heat i ng rate, qFM, and maximum 

(effective) free stream heating rate, qF . To avoid confusion, 

we define q as the total enthalpy ra t e in the free stream 
00 

1 3 (2 p
00 

V ) . We define qFM as CH . q
00 

within the reg i me of 

free molecular heat ing . We arbitrarily assume tha t the max i 

mum fraction of the free stream enthalpy rate which can be 

transferred to the vehicle in any flow regime i s 0 . 5 . Thus 

qF is O. 5 q
00 

, but in this case represents an upper bound on 

the heat transfer rate . To distinguish, note that qFM is the 

estimated actual heat transfer rate in free molecular flow , 

while qF acts as an upper bound to heat transfer estimates in 

all regimes of flow . 

3 . 2 Transition Regime Heating 

Estimating heat transfer in the trans ition flow regime 

has always been a particularly difficult pr oblem because the 

shock layer changes very rapidly in geome t ry and the rmodynamic 
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structure. Nonetheless, we are faced with the necessity of 

estimating the heating contribution in the transition regime. 

The heat transfer coefficient CH varies in this regime from 
. -4 

about 0 . 5 initially to somewhere in the region of 10 at the 

inception of continuum flow. 

We reqJire some idea of the importance of this regime 

in terms of heat transfer rates . The velocity of a Jupiter 

entry spacecraft is of the order of 48-60 km/sec. The thermal 

velocity of Maxwellian molecules with a molecular weight of 

2 . 0 at Jovian upper atmosphere temperatures ("-'88°K) is 

0 . 85 km/sec. The extremely high ratio of vehicle velocity to 

average ambient molecular·velocity implies effective capture 

of all molecules encountered in the flight path~ Until the 

density of these "captured" molecules is such that the oncoming 

flow stream interacts principally with the "captured" shock 

layer, rath~r than with 1the vehicle·body, the flow will be in 

the transition regime. 

We can estimate the length of time the vehicle will 

spend in this regime by calculatiqg the time required in verti

cal descent to generate a weak shock layer . This will be the 

time it takes to sweep out enough molecules in the vehicle's 

path such that their accumulated density will result in a mean 

free path roughly the same as the vehicle's radius . For a 

radius of 0 . 5 meter and a shock layer thickness of 10 cm this 

density would be 5 x 10-12 gm /cm3 . The vehicle will sweep out 

a number of molecules equivalent to this density when it has 
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des ended to an altitude at which the ambient density is of 

this order, assumi ng no molecules escape. 

It can be shown that the altitude change in which the 

accumulated density of molecules reaches 5 x 10-12 gm/cm3 is 

- 1 very much less than the scale height, ~ , and in general, the 

altitude change, 6h, corresponding to this swept out density 

is such that 6h << ~-l. This reasoning suggests that the shock 

layer develops in a time << ~-l /V once significant ambient den-

sities are reached . -1 For Jupiter's standard atmosphere~ ~11 km, 

so that for V = 60 km/sec, the shock layer is developed in a 

time < 0 . 25 sec . This is a small fraction of the total entry 

time and because the shock layer i s developed at very low den

sities, an even smaller fraction of the total entry heat ab

sorption is involved. 

In a somewhat analogous manner, the same qualitative 

result may be obtained for grazing entr i es . The difference is 

that the time to descend a scale-height in altitude is usually 

a t least an order of magnitude longer than in direct entry . 

But since the "effective capture" of enough molecules to form 

a shock wave depends on ambient density, the portion of the 

trajectory in which free molecular and transition regime heat

ing will be important is almost negligible compared to total 

entry time. This conclusion results from the fact that shocks 

will form at very low densities (rvl0- 13 gm/cm3) and thus at 

relatively high altitudes . The maximum transition time, and 

the altitude at which a shock layer is evidently formed, 
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suggest that b o th free molecular and transition h ea ting will 

be negligible. Our succeed i ng discu ss i ons wi ll not consider 

them further. 

The important question is: What are the actua l density 

and velocity cr i teria or condit i ons for the onse t o f a shock 

layer (the end of free molecular flow), and when is t he sho c k 

layer fully develoeed? 

3 . 3 Continuum Heating 

In the continuum regime the molecules of the oncoming 

flow stream interact with the vehicle's shock l ayer rather than 

with the vehicle . Continuum heating thus refers to the total 

heat exchange b etween t h e shock layer and t h e vehic l e . Ordin

arily, convect ive laminar heating would be the domi n ant heat 

transfe r process. But in the range 48-60 km/ sec, man y other 

processes c ome int o play. Thermal radiat i on from t h e s hock 

l a yer wil l be a princ ipal heat transfer process ( i .e . , 20 - 80 

percent tota l heat transfer). Diffusion of chemical spe c i e s 

through the boundary layer, ion recombination at t h e vehicle's 

surface, ablation product radiat i on, chemical and physical re 

a c tions liberating radiant energy, laminar and turbulent c on

vec tion, non-equilibrium radiat i on, and many other p r o c esses 

contr i bute to the total heat transfer to t h e v eh icle. 

The heat t r ansfer pred ictions in this study neverthe

less include only thermal radiation from the bow s hock and 

laminar convect i ve heating in the stagnation reg ion . With the 

i ntent to generate only a "first look" at the ove r a l l Jupiter 
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entry problem, we have not sought deta i led descr ip t ions of any 

of the above processes. More than one species of atmospheric 

gases and more than one ablator component i mme asurably compli

cate these descriptions . 

We assume from previous c onsiderat ions that the shock 

layer in the continuum regime is fully developed . Th ere are, 

however, many other necessary assumptions to be ma de; and it 

is very important to emphasize those wh i c h ar ise from deficien

cies in the state- of-the-art of hypersonic hea t transfer and 

to distinguish them from those made simply to fac il itate cal

culations. These assumptions are stated and discu ssed in 

Appendix A . In discussing them we have noted the probable ef

fect of each on the heat transfer estimate. Most a ssumptions 

tend to be conservative; that is, the effect of the a ssumption 

should be an over-predic tion of the hat transfer rate . A 

summary of the assump t ions is given in Table 3 . 

. 3 . 4 Survival Criteria 

Whether a vehic le can physically surviv e the to tal 

entry environment is only part of the question of feas ibility. 

In addition, we recognize several other criter i a f o r determin

ing feasibility . The survival criteria in the i r simp l est form 

reduce to the requirements that the vehicle veloci t y at entry 

into the cloud tops be less than 1 km/sec and tha t the surviv

ing mass fraction be at least 0 .1 . Without these o r s imilar 

criteria, mission feasibility judgments woul d b e mea ningless . 
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Table 3 

SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT HYPERSONIC 

HEAT TRANSFER ASSUMPTIONS 

Assumptions of Necess i ty 

A. Opt i cally thick shock layer 

B. Uncoupled heat transfer process e s 

C. Chemi cally inert ablat i on produc ts 

D. Negl i gible ablation product heat transfe r 

E. Chemically inert atmospher i c const ituents 

F. Negl i gible surface ion-electron recombination 

G. Cons tant ballistic coefficient 

H. Cons t ant compos i tion of a tmosphere and negl i g ible 
heat transfer effect of minor constituents 

As s umetions of Convenience 

I. Typicality of stagnation point hea ting 

J . Negligible vehicle r e-radiation 

K. Negligible vehicle heat capac i ty 

L. Negl i gible vehicle wall enthalpy. 
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The latter criterion is completely arbitrary. The 

criterion setting an upper limit to the vehicle velocity at 

entry into the cloud tops (chosen at 1 km/sec) is in apprecia

tion of the possibility of severe erosion by cloud crystals, 

and to be certain that ionization effects will not disrupt 

probe experiments in the lower atmosphere . Since a most impor

tant phase of the probe mission is its descent through the 

lower atmosphere, it further seems logical to maximize the time 

the vehicle will take to traverse it. Therefore, the less the 

"terminal velocity" (velocity at entry into the clouds), the 

longer are the effective measurement and communications times. 

At velocities greater than 1 km/sec the probe may not have 

emerged from the communications blackout, and the ionization 

sheath also may interfere with the payload measurements. Also, 
I 

since there is l iterally no information regarding the structure 

of Jupiter's lower atmosphere, a rational design of a probe 

specifically taking account of the lower atmosphere is virtually 

impossible. 

3.5 Entry Ballistics 

An IBM Fortran II digital computer program was used to 

solve the equations of motion of a vehicle in a planetary at-

mosphere; the program assumes a spherical planet and takes into 

account the planet's rotation. The parameters include VHP, the 

hyperbolic excess velocity; ~I' the inertial flight path angle, 

which is defined at h
0

, the initial altitude; hp, the altitude 

(vacuum miss distance) at perijove; p
0

, the reference ("sea level") 
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density, here taken at the visible cloud tops (see Fig. l); 

~- l, the atmospheric scale height; and B, the ballistic coef

f i c ient . Planet constants, heating expressions, and related 

value s are treated as constants o f the program. The program 

produces as output instantaneous values of velocity, accelera

t ion, amb i ent density, altitude, and heat absorption. 

The terms "grazing" entry, "angle" entry, and "direct" 

entry which occur quite frequently in subsequent discussions 

a l l refer to entry in the equator i al plane and have the follow

i ng meanings: Grazing refers to a ballistic trajectory whose 

dis tance of closest approach is in the planet's sensible atmos

phe re, and would otherwise miss the planet, were it not for 

eventual captu re due to atmospheric drag . Angle entries 

0 < - ry
1 
~ 90 ° ) are ballistic entry trajector i es which pass 

through the planet and thus would r esult in impact .. Direct 

entr ies are special cases of angle entr i es in which the vehi

cle f o l lows a radius vector (i . e . , - ry 1 = 90°) . It should be 

noted that the flight path angle in graz ing entries - ry1 = 0°, 

i s not an unambiguous quantity . The equivalent grazing entry 

parameter is the periapsis altitude , hp, which must be speci

f i ed before a un ique value of -ry 1 can be calculated. These 

general relationship s are depicted• in Figure 2 . 

The equations of motion in an inertial frame of refer

ence and with f i xed planet coordinates are: 

r - Kr- 2 + a , and r 

~ = r-l (at - 2Vr) 
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in which 
. 
Vr = Vehicle acceleration resolved in radial direction 

ill = Inertial rotation rate of vehicle with respect to 

fixed planet 

ill = Vehicle acceleration resolved in tangential 

direction 

r = Radial distance from planet center to vehicle 

K = Planet gravitational constant 

a = Radia l component of gasdynamic acceleration r 

at= Tangential component of gasdynamic acceleration. 

For a planet with a rapidly rotating atmosphere the above equa

tions of motion must be supplemented by those describing the 

effective gasdynamic velocity . These are 

where 

'Y = Gas dynamic flight path angle E 

vr = Component of inertial velocity 

Vt = Component of inertial velocity 

direction 

DpQ= Equatorial planet rotation rate 

V = Gasdynamic velocity of vehicle . 

in 

in 

(7) 

(8) 

radial direction 

tangential 

The vector relationships of these quantities are diagrammed in 

Figure 3. 
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VH = TOTAL INERTIAL VELOCITY 

Vt = TANGENTIAL COMPONENT OF VH 

Vr = RADIAL COMPONENT OF VH 

VE = GASDYNAMIC VELOCITY 

vrp = ATMOSPHERE ROTATION VELOCITY 

LIFT 

r 

Vrp 

LOCAL ••--------
= r • .Q HORIZONTAL 

PL 

)i = INERTIAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE, 
REFERRED TO LOCAL HORIZONTAL 

yE = GASDYNAMIC FLIGHT PATH ANGLE, 
REFERRED TO LOCAL HORIZONTAL 

77 = TRUE ANOMALY 

FIGURE 3. ENTRY VELOCITY RELATIONSHIPS FOR ROTATING 
ATMOSPHERES 
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Because of the high radial rotation rate of Jupiter, 

the gasdynamic veloc ity can dif fer substantially from the in

ert ial v elocity, depending upon flight angle . The two must be 

distinguished because the inertial velocity is governed by in

ertial forces, whereas the vehicle's interaction with the at

mosphere is determine d solely by gasdynamic c onsiderations . 

In the computer program a grazing entry trajectory not 

resu lt ing in planetary capture is detected by calculating the 

orbital elements when the vehicle re-attains the initial entry 

alt itude (300 km), after passing t h e (vacuum) perijove, hp . 

If the eccentricity i s 1 . 0 or greater, the vehicle is on an 

escape trajectory. An eccentricity of less than 1.0 indicates 

a mul t ipl e pass entry, and the p rogram calculates the new 

orbital elements; i f t he o rbita l per iod is 10 7 sec or less, it 

c alculates the location of the next entry point into the atmos

pher e and the flight parameters at that point . The program 

calculates the ballistic and thermodynami c quantitie s whenever 

t he vehic le al titude i s below 300 km . Thus each pass of the 

multiple pass entries is described, until the vehicle reaches 

z e ro al t itude ( the planet cloud tops) . The actual number of 

passes a vehicle makes before a c h ieving an impact trajectory 

is recor ded in the program . 

4 . HEAT TRANSFER PREDICTIONS 

In t his section we will separately formulate and dis

cuss the c onvective and radiativ e heat transfer expressions 

used in the compute r programs , expressions which would be 
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cons istent with our assumptions and of the form: 

(9) 

We prefer this form because p and V are natural parameters . 
00 

A major goal of this section is to identify key problem areas 

in the development o f heat transfer models and to give them 

perspective. 

4 . 1 Literatu re Searching - Entry Technology 

Entry into the atmospheres of Earth and the planets 

(see Bibliography) has been discussed at grea t length by many 

authors; A report by D. R. Chapman (1959) is the only one, 

however, which seriously considers a Jupiter entry. 

Chapman performed a parametric study of lifting and 

non-lifting entries into Earth, Mar s , Venus , Jupiter, and Mer

cury. He considered mainly manned entries, and therefore the 

entry trajectories were constra ined in allowable deceleration 

'g' limits . The majori ty of his analyses pertained to entry 

from circular orbits, and did not consider the total entry 

heating problem. 

4 . 2 The Jup i ter Hypersonic Heat Transfer Problem 

Entry into J upiter's atmosphere involves initial gas-

dynamic velocities from 48 to 60 km/sec . At present only edu

cated guesses can be made of the heat transfer at these 

velocit ies; pertinent experimental data do not exist. The 

convers ion of the gasdynamic velockty into thermal energy 

causes complete dissociation, and nearly complete ionization 
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of the atmospheric gases. The resu ltant heat transfer rate to 

the vehicle is so high that ablation is the only effective 

mechanism available to dissipate it . 

The gross radiative properties of t he ablation products , 

which depend on their concentration and temperature, strongly 

influence the heat transfer . The hea t absorpt ion in the vehi

cle will depend critically upon how ablation product radiative 

properties will affect absorbed radiant energy. The vehicle 

will absorb (at least by assumption) all the radiation reach

ing it, but it will be partially shielded by t he ablation pro

ducts . The ablation products entering the boundary layer will 

be further heated, dissociated, and ionized, and may effective

ly absorb heat which would have reached the vehicle. This dis

cussion raises these important points: 

• The probability that the ablation products will 

opacify the boundary layer is quite high; con

sequently, ablation product radiation could 

strongly influence the heat transfer rate. The 

effects of a high ablation rate on the thermo

dynamics of a sho k layer are not known. 

The effect of shock radiation can have an important bearing on 

the assumptions about the free stream enthalpy flux. Moreover, 

depending upon the radiant intensity and the magnitude of the 

mean free path up stream, changes in the upstream composition 

may occur through dissoc iation and ionization. In this study 

we treat this effect as negligible because of the absence of 
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pert inent data. But, in line with our objectives, we point 

out that t his is a problem area. 

• The shock layer radiation can affec t the upstream 

c onditions by "heating" the otherwise undisturbed 

gas ahead of the vehicle . 

Theoret ical estimates at least must be made of the high 

temperature radiative properties of each of the planetary at

mospheric constituents . The spectral absorption constants as 

a f unct ion of temperature and pressure are necessary in order 

to compute Planck and Rosseland mean free paths and thus to 

obtain detailed radiative heat transfer estimates. More accurate 

thermo dynamic and transport properties are needed, especially 

enthal py and c omposition species, fractional dissociation, 

and ionization levels) vs . temperature and pressure . These 

data are necessary for any reasonable approach to predicting 

heat transfer in fully dissociated, and highly ionized flow 

streams. Assumptions a bout many of t hese quantities may lead 

to order of magnitude uncerta inties in heat transfer predictions 

when deal ing with velocities in the 3 0 - 60 km/sec range. The 

key po int is: 

• Hypersonic heat transfer predictions hinge on the 

availability and accuracy of high temperature 

thermophysical properties data. 

In constructing the general entry heating problem, we 

excluded lifting vehicle concepts, electromagnetic braking, 

boundary layer gas injection (Gross et al . 1961), hypersonic 
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drogues, and other devices or techniques for reduc ing the de

celeration and heating severities. Whi le we do not discount 

their individual po tent i al values, the further uncertainties 

introduced could hardly be justified in a "first look" study. 

4.3 The Convective Heat ing Model 

A great number of theoretical and experimenta l relation

ships exist f or undissociated fl ow in many gases and gas mix-

tures (see Bib liography) ~ but relatively few for dissociated 

flow, and even less for ionized flow . Prediction schemes for 

heat transfer in the flow reg imes i n which ionization and radi

ation processes may even dominate very often are either mostly 

theoretical (e.g ., Ahyte 1965) or highly specific (e . g . , Allen 

and James 1964). 

No single convect i ve prediction scheme could be found 

which could be applied over the whole range of velocity as the 

spacecraft slows down from about 60 km/sec . The suitab ility 

of available convective heating models is discussed in Appendix B. 

We have adopted the Fay-Moffatt-Probste in (1964) method 

for determini ng the convective heat transfer rate (q 1 fo r 

hydrogen, q2 for helium) for veloc1ties between 60 km/sec and 

30 km/sec . For vela ities below 30 km/sec a Marvin-Deiwert 

(1965) correlat i on has been used f or the hydrogen convective 

heat transfer rate (q3 ) . These heating rates are presented 

for hydrogen in Fi gures 4 and 5 for typical direct entry and 

grazing entry profi l es for Jupiter. The hea ting rates for 

helium have not been included because they are less well understood. 
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4.4 The Radiative Heat ing Model 

The radiat ive and convective heat transfer rates are 

not i ndependent bu t by assuming them to be i ndependent we in-

troduce a margin of conservat i sm . It is assumed that the net 

radiation transfer to the vehicle depends only upon the shock 

temperature, pressure and structure. A radiative heat transfer 

model based on calculated gross radiat ive properties is derived 

and discussed in Appendix C. 

The radia tive heat t ransfer rate, q4 for hydrogen is 

shown in Fi gures 6 and 7 f or typical direct entry and grazing 

entry profiles for J upiter . Also shown are the heat transfer 

r ates , assuming the hydrogen radiates as a blackbody (q 5), and 

the free stream pro f i le qF) . whi ch approximates the maximum 

possible heating rate . It must be emphasized t hat no credible 

rad i ative data were found for helium and thus a useful model 

could not be developed. 

4.5 Overall Heat Transfer and Mass Loss Mo del 

Though previous sections have somewhat anticipated the 

intent of this section we will bring together here the various 

pred i c tion schemes and i n dicate how total vehicle heat absorp

t ion and resu ltant mass loss are est i mated . Table 4 lists 

each expression and the gasdynamic veloc ity range in which it 

i s cons idered val id . In general, the val idity of these expres

s ions is i ndependent of free stream dens ity . 
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Table 4 

SUMMARY OF HEAT TRANSFER EXPRESSIONS 

============================== 

Free Stream 

Range of Validity 
V 

(km/sec) 

60-0 

Convective, qc 

ql = 1. 81 X 10-lZ P0 . 5 VZ.65 (Hz ) 60-30 

q2 = 1 X 10-l6 P0.625 V3 . 5 (He ) 60-36 

q3 = 1.94 x io -15 Po.5 v3.24 (Hz ) 30-0 

Radiative_, qR 

q4 = 1. 8125 X 19- 25 PL 8 v6 (Hz) 60-0 

q5 = 4 . 60 7 x 10-19 P0 . 28 v3 . 68 (Hz black- 60-0 
body) 
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The overall model, or system, we deve lop here follows 

th assumptions mentioned earl i er, we merely add the convective 

and rad iative terms in a cons i stent manner . 

The convective and radiat i ve expressions used in com

puting heat absorption and mass loss are f or hydrogen heating; 

they derive from the same the rmodynamic data s o that the heat 

ransfer results will be consistent . This latter point deserves 

emphas is because, in applying the model, i t is very important 

that the trends be qual i tat ively correct. Even though the 

heat i ng est imates may be subject to large uncertainties they 

must be consistent in order t o compare wi th one another . 

The nature of the assumptions and the conservatism in 

develop ing the individual express ions, however, make it neces

sary to have ache k on t he results of each heat transfer ex

pression in or der to discriminate against unrealist i c values. 

Specifically, the f ree stream flux, qF, is an a bs o l ute upper 

heating rate l imi t ; and, any heat trans fer rate which exceeds 

qF is, of course, impossible. Likewise , in prac tice, the 

rad i at ive heat transfer estimate cannot be greater than the 

blackbody flux, e.g., q4 cannot exceed q5 . 

The total heat absorption Itr) estimate is obtained by 

add ing the conve t ive (He ) a nd rad i ative (HR) contr ibutions 

wi thin valid velocity l imits: 

(10) 
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The total convect ive contribution, He, is the time integral of 

q 1 the FMP expression for H2 convection) over that part of 

the trajectory in which V)30 km/sec a dded to the time integral 

of q 2 (the extended Marvin-Deiwert empirical H2 correlation) 

over the rema ining trajectory, i . e ., 

where 

He= Total integrated convective heat absorption, 

t
0 

= Time at beginning of trajec tory 

t 30= Time along trajectory at which V = 30 km/sec 

tf = Time at terminus of trajectory. 

(11) 

The radiative c ontribution, HR , consists of the time 

integral of q4 up to the time at which it equals q 5 (blackbody 

flux limit), and the time i ntegral of q
5 

over the remainder of 

the trajectory, thus 

where 

t 1 = Time along trajec tory at which q4 = q 5 

tf = Time a t terminus of trajectory. 

(12) 

This latter is a reasonable procedure because whenever q4 ex

ceeds q
5

, it almost always remains greater over the remainder 

of the traje~tory . 
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The curv es of heat transfer rate vs . time along an 

entry trajectory show that no more than one percent (and gen

erally less than 0 .1 percent) of the total heat absorption is 

absorbed at a heat flux of one cal / cm2 -sec or less, compared 

to several thousand cal/cm2 -sec at peak heating. Consequently, 

ablat ion is expected to be the only effective heat dissipation 

mechanism; and the mass loss follows by d ividing the total 

heat absorption, HT, by the heat of ablation, qA·k . 

Since we are calculating total heat absorption per unit 

area at the stagnation point, we obtain a specific ablated 

mass loss, mA, which is the quotient of HT over qA* , that is 

m = H /q * A T A 
(13) 

The fractional ablated mass loss, F, is the specif ic mass loss 
m 

divided by the overall projected (frontal veh i cle d ensity 

(i.e., mV/A); or 

F 
m 

By definition, the ballistic coefficient is 

(14) 

and, since we can and have arbitrarily set CD= 1 . 0, we can 

write 

H /q ·k 
T A 

B 
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This latter definition i s t he one used in the computa

tions; it s v al idity depends upon th v e hicle and ablator densi-

ties being equal . The magnitud es o f the F va lues , however, 
m 

suggest tha t equat i ng these dens ities is more a reality than 

an assumption. The advant age of Equa tion 15 is that masses, 

projected a r eas, and d ensities of vehicles can be expressed as 

one parameter , the ballisti coeffi i ent B. 

Perhap s o f at least e qual interest are the factors 

wh i ch were not calculated in the entry heating programs . From 

study ing the J upi ter ntry heating estimates, one can quickly 

surmise that many pro esses routine ly n e glected i n existing 

p og rams may have to be a counted for . The effect of mass on 

ballisti coefficient ertainly will be a p rime c onsideration. 

The rocket ( impulse effect of the a bla tion products entering 

the shock layer, the radiation pr ssure of the shock wave, 

upstream heating, and magnetofluid - dynamiceffects, all exert 

forces in add ition to t he g a sdynamic braking. We mention these 

e ffects b e cause, collect i vely, they may be of importance . 

4.6 Ablative Material s Consid rations 

Up to th is point the dis ussions have dwelt mainly on 

pred i ct ion of h eat transfer . I n the previous sec tion, never

theless, a blate d mass loss was related to total heat absorption 

through the qua nt ity qA* , the heat of a bla tion . Here we dis-

c us s the mater i als aspects of ablat ion , particularly considerations 

arising from the limi ted emp irical, a d even more limited 

t h e o retical , knowledge of ablation heat transfer . 
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A s uccessful entry, as we hav e noted , implies a toler

able mass l oss. For J up i ter en tr i es, mater i a l s which have 

large heats of va porization or sub l i mat ion mus t be selected . 

In such entr i es the effect i ve heat of ab l ation wi ll be very 

high, because o f the v ery great dy ami c p r es sures . Since 

vapor i zat i on requires more energy than f us i on the ablative 

material shoul d vaporize, and preferably s ublime, but s hould 

not melt . It should not enter i nto exo t he rmi c rea c tions with 

the hot gas stream. I deally it wou ld vaporize a t temperatures 

sufficient l y low that, ev en if the sub limation products are 

highly .absorpt i ve of the shock layer radiat ion and a r e opaque 

to the i r own r ad iations , the net heat transfe r t o the vehicle 

will not be increased . In a dd it i on t o the the r mal environment, 

very high g forces , shock pressures 3 and pressure and shock 

gradients , add to the problem of obtaining an effec tiv e ablator 

system. 

The materials which s t i sfy all of the abov e considera

tions are few, if any. Graphite quartz , and silicon carbide 

are obvious ablator cand i date materials at f i rs t glance , but 

their react i ons with hydrogen are highly exothe r mi c . Nylon 

phenolics, f i berglass reinforc d plastics, teflon, and similar 

organic heat shield mater i als con ta i n s uff icient carbon and 

oxygen to ra i se serious doubts about the i r performanc es . It 

may be that certain ceramic mater i als s uch a s the borides and 

silicides may be sui table . We can summa r i z e t he s e remarks by 

noting tha t : 
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Obta i ning high strength ablativ e materials which 

change phase with large activation energies yet 

do no t react chemically with hydr ogen at high 

t emp eratures may be a serious deve lopmental 

prob l em . 

Anothe r very importan t aspect of t he ablator problem 

is the ques tion of optimum nose cone shape. We have not adopted 

the usual practice of choosing nose cone shapes to minimize 

the t ota l convective and radiative con tr ibutions. Such a 

t rade-off is not currently practical, ma i nly because the manner 

in which the s hape will change due to ablation is not known; 

ye t because large mass losses and consequent shape changes are 

cer tainly ind icated , the shape change quest i on wi ll be a criti

cal one. 

The magnitude of the heat transfer rates during entry 

suggests that if they are not uniform over the nose cone, 

l a teral t hermal s tresses will be induced whi ch may lead to 

l oca l mechan i cal fa i lures (spalling) in the heat shield and 

even tua lly to i ts premature destruction, particularly if the 

ab l a t ion shaping tends to intens i fy the la ter al gradients. 

The initial s ha pe therefore may be even mo r e c ritical inasmuch 

a s the instantaneous heat transfer distribution and how it 

va r ies a r e c ri t i cal. The ablator , in orde r that its thermal 

pr otec tion will be effective, must also have sufficient mech

anica l integ r i ty to survive forces of J upiter entry magnitudes; 

and thi s integr ity will also be s trong l y dependent upon initial 

shape. 
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In this r por:-t a spec ific .bla iv mater i a l has not 

been selected bu t on has b .n a umPd h i h me t s t h e general 

r equi rements outlined above . Fur hr:-, an ff tiv h ea t of 

ablation of 2500 al /gram i s u s d which for onven i ence sake, 

is assumed not to b apprec i ably affe ted by pressu ~e and 

temperature o Admitt dly s uch y .m currently are b eyond 

the state-of- the-arts bu abl .ors wi h qA* value of t his 

magni t ude ar cl arly demand d , 

We have intentionally re t d th ov rall a blator 

material s probl mg nera llv \ a nd quit · on ervat iv ly. There 

can b e l i ttle doub t th t abl cion ff cts wi ll b i mportant 

irrespect ive of vehic l design . The diffi ulty in est imating 

heat transfer in abl ting yst~m~ has be n log re ognized; it 

i s known for xampl , hat rh eff ctiv ness of an ablato r 

dep ends, in ways as yet p orly und£r rood, no o 1.y upon the 

shap e and siz of th e nos J con~ b t al quite strongly upon 

the composition of th : amb i ent g.-1 · Summarizing: 

4 . 7 

• Th cal c ulation and estimation of abla tive hea t . 

tr sf r rm ins as one of th most diffi ul t 

and compl x a · p -cts of hyper on i c hat transfer . 

A choice of m terial or v . class of 

mat rials to consider is by no mans obvi ou s . 

Summau of '1ajo£~:ic~l Pr blem Ar s 

he first of many ma jor probl. m areas i that due to 

the unknown compo ition nd - true tur of he atmo s pheres o f 

the outer planet In arti~ul · r, ig oran e of the h e lium 
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a bundan ces r p res nts an imp dimen t of ma jor s i gn ificance, be-

ause t h e gas dyn ami sand esp cially the t h r modynamics of 

en t r y depend critically upo it . If compo i t i on i s unknown, 

the t h ermodynamics likewi r unknown . I f c omple te c omposi

tion data were a v a i lable the thermophysical properties of the 

omponen ts and appropriate !Ilixtures could b t udie d . These 

data then ould be u ed to estimate the ffe ts on h eat trans 

f e r est i mat s of uncerta inties whi h might exi st in the compo

s i tion data . 

The high temperature r diative properties of helium 

a r e not ava il b le in the liter ture in a n engine ering fo r m. 

The radiativ e and thermodyn mic prop rti s of high t emperature 

mixtures o f hel i um and hydroge lik wi e do ot e x i st in engin

eering form although it is evident that astrophys i c i s t s have 

had to pred i t the radiative prop r ies of H-He mixtures in 

order to study solar and stellar r diation processes . 

Accurat estimates of the hea trans fer to en t ry vehicles 

and of their th t1Tial erfo rma nce ould b come po ss i b l e only 

through a c ompreh nsive sch m which coupl s t h e radia t ive , 

c onvect ive, a n d d i ffusive mods of hat trans£ r a n d t a kes ac

c oun t o f the s t rong in eracti n of th abl t ion pro ces s with 

these modes . Finally the question surrou ding the choice of 

an a b l a t o r material for outer plc n t entrie wi ll i nev itably 

enge nde r cons iderab l developm nt £fort, rimarily to find 

h ydr o g en - ompa tib le materials and optimum init i al shapes . The 

multitude o f possible hat transf r s u ppres s i on t e c hniques and 
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d v i e s aggravat s th a bla or d V lopm nt p roblem because 

non hav b n prove in imul t d out r 1 n t environments 

or at th V lo i i of inte r t h re - h se problem areas 

hav b ee 1 i s d in Table So 

5 . DlS ION OF RESl I s 

Bai ally h r ult ob a ined i n the s tudy are ballis-

tic and th rmodynami profiles ab function of initial entry 

param t rs for upi er . Th se data in l ude t r ajectory parameters 

velo i ty, a l i · ude fl igh path angl etc . ), hea t transfer 

rate, a nd int grated ha b or t i on into t h e s pac ecraft. 

Table 6 lists th rm tr varied or u e d t o generate these 

data . Whil no t all of t he o ibl e ass i mplied in Table 6 

w r run, a suff i c i nt number w r c om ut d to es t ablish the 

more irnpor n par m rs 

The purpos f his se ction is to interpret the ball.is-

t i a nd t h mody ami c dat in rms of £e a ib ility . Let us 

recall b r i fly th u rviv a.1 ri ri viz . tha t at entry into 

the cloud ps ( z ro lt i ud requ ir that the t e rminal 

velo ity , T' b 1 ss th:1n 1 km/ s nd t ha the fra c tional 

a.bla t d m ss lo s F b m 1 8 than 0 9 . hes e a r e the key 

e lem nt in th as um d surviv 1 s h m . 

Befor goin g int t h u vi a l re ults, however, we 

v ral representa t ive heat woul d lik to 

tran s£ r profil 

11 tten ion t 

In Figur 8 r plotted t he time profiles 

of the es i m t d total conv ct iv nd radiat ive) heat absorp-

tion rat for v hicl on dire t entry tra j e ctory; in 
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Table 5 

MA.JOR TECHNICAL PROBLEM AREAS 

Planet Considerations 

1. Elemental abundances (He, H2, CH4 , NH3 , Ar ... ) 

2. Scale height (RT/Mg) vs. altitude 

3. "Sea level" density or pressure 

Heat Transfer Considerations 

1. Basic Gas PrgE_erties 

Radiative properties of helium to 60,000°K 
Engineering form 

Analytical approximati?ns 
Experimental validity 

Thennodynamic and radiative properties of 
hydrogen to 25,000°K 

Experi~enta~ validity 

Chemistry, physics, and engineering properties 
of gas mixtures (transport properties, recom
bination, gas interactions) 

Engineering form 

Analytical approximations 

Experimental validity · 

2. Gasdynamics and Heat Transfer 

Sh.oc.k structure (in geometry and time) 

Shuck onset condit ions and transition flow 
Stagnation point conditions (temperature, 
pressure, density, shock thickness) 

Enthalpy distribution 
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Table 5 (Cpnt'd) 

Heat and mass t ransfer effects on thennodynamics 
o f shock layer 

Radiation from shock layer(s) 

Ab l a tion effec ts 

Chemistry effects 

Upstream effects (radiation heating) 

Comprehensive hea t t r ansfer models 

Coupling of convec tive, diffusive, and 
radiative heat t ransfer modes 

Ablative mater ials considerations 

Hydrogen compa tibility 

I n itia l shape 

Ablat ion shaping 

Thermochemistry and high pressure effects 

Thermal stres s 

Mechani al stabil i t y 
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T ble 6 

INPUT PARAMETERS FOR J UPI TER ENTRY PROGRAM 

Parameter 

Ballistic coefficient 

Invers e scale height 

Reference density 

Inertial f light path angle 

Altitude at periapse 
(-vacuum) 

Retro velocity change 

Hyperbolic approach velocity 

Initial entry alti tude 

Value/Range of Values 

2o5,5 o0 , 7 . 5,10,p,12 . 5,20,25, 
30,32 05,45,50 

0.05,0 . 089 0 . 11,0 . 15 

6 . 83 X 10-5 , 2 . 54 X 10-4 

-90,-60,-45,-20,-15,-10,-5,-0 

0,25,50, 75 , 100,125,150,175, 
200,225,250 

0, -6 . 0 

0, 7 . 0, 14. 9 

250, 300 

Gasdynamic drag coefficient 1 . 0 

Vehicle projected frontal 
area 

1.0 

Units 

km-l 

g/cm3 

deg 

km 

km/sec 

km/sec 

km 

2 cm 

*A value of B (= mv/CnA) equal to 1 g/cm2 is equivalent to a Wv/CnA of 5.1 lb/ft2 
or to a mv/CDA of 0 . 16 slug/ft2 . 
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Figure 9 for a grazi gentry. The important point is that 

over a major part of the trajectory the heat transfer rate 

gre tly ex eeds 1 cal/cm2-sec . And in general, it is found 

that the integrated heat absorption at fluxes less than 

1 al /cm
2
-sec is n egl igibly small compared to the heat absorp

tion i ntegrated over the entire trajectory . These results 

justify our assumption that all heat absorbed causes ablation. 

An interesting and potentially important deduction can 

be made by noting the magnitudes of the heat transfer and ther

modynamic quantities character izing a vertical J upiter en~ry. 

One an see t hat the rate of ablation is eas ily high enough 

to cause a quasi-rocket effect in which the a blation thrust, 

to first order, augments the gasdynami drag . The effects of 

radiat ion pressure, of bl.ation s haping , and of numerous other 

fa tors also may be signifi a nt . It would seem that they 

should be ac ounted for and taken advantage of, in reducing 

entry heating magnitudes . In short, the h eat absorption and 

dissipation m chanisms ac ompanying very high s peed hypersonic 

entries might well be put to advantage in reducing net total 

heat absorpt ion and mass loss. 

5 . 1 Heat Transfer Results 

Most of the heat transfer data follow predictable trends 

so that there i s little point in displaying other than summary 

graphs. As id from the v ery high heat fl u xes, it is of interest 

and benefit to observe the dependence of q ( the max ima of max 

the various profi l es) upon B, t he ba llist i c coeff icient, upon 
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~- l, the inverse scale height, and upon - ~
1

, the inertial 

flight path angle. These relationships a r e shown in Figures 

10, 11, and 12, respect i vely. From these relationships and 

from the fact that the total entry heat a b sorp t ion, HT, is 

proportional to q , it will be easier to understand the sur-max 

vival results and to sale them to the t rue atmospheric param-

e t rs. 

In comparing the q and HT for each scheme over the max 

r ange of entry conditions, it became apparent that an unusual 

e f fec t occurs (compared to entries into the Earth ' s atmosphere): 

g razing entries result in both a lesser peak h eating rate and 

a lesser total heat absorption. This is the effect of a very 

high atmospheric rotation rate. From a thermodynamics point 

of view grazing entry trajectories are clearly preferred. 

Last ly, in ter ms o f h eat absorption,the pa r ameters VHP, 

DV, a nd h have comparatively insignificant effec t s. VHP's p 

rang ing f rom Oto 14.9 km/se produced less than a 2 percent 

i ncrease i n q . Via r etro -maneuvers, the en try velocity was ma x 

reduced i n certain direct entry ases by 6 km / sec ; the resultant 

reduct i on in qmax and HT were not large enough to be worthwhile, 

because a r etro DV of -6 km/sec implies a mass l oss (due to the 

exp enditure of fuel and propulsion structure) o f roughly 90 per- . 

cent o f the initial vehicle mass. The v lue of such a maneuver 

to reduc e the heating effect is evidently negligible . In graz-

ing en t ry cases, 

300 km is found to 

the vacuum miss distance, h, over a range of p 

affect q less than 10 p e rcent. max 
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5 . 2 Mass Loss Estimates 

The reduction of the heat transfer data to ob ta in mass 

loss estimates in general followed the description given in 

Sect ion 4 . 5. Tables 7 and 8 contain representativ e r aw data 

and the survival results obtained in the cas es of direc t entry 

and grazing entry, respectively , For information, the peak 

accelerations experienced on the entry trajectory also are 

given . 

A vital issue in the concept of surviva l is the manner 

in which the fractional ablated mass loss, Fm, is defined . For 

this reason we reiterate the bases inherent in its definition. 

The heat absorp tion estimate is on the basis of the total heat 

absorbed in one sq~are centimeter at the stagna tion point; 

( it should thus overestimate the heat absorption averaged over 

the entire shock layer) . 2 Fm i s then t he ablated mass per cm 
2 divided by the initial mass of the vehicle per cm of frontal 

area , There i s, of course, in this simple definit ion the im

plicit assumption that the dens i ties of the ablator and of the 

overall vehicle , on average are equal . 

5 .3 Survival/Feasibility Results 

Representative survival results for Jupiter entries are 

given in Figures 13a, b, and 14a, b . Figures 13a, b show F m 

and terminal velocity, Vt, versus the ballistic coeff icient, B, 

for two direct and two angle entry cases . It is evident from 

the survival criteria that direct entry probes do not survive . 

An Fm of 1 . 0 implies total mas s loss, and higher values are, 
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Table 7 

JUPITER DIRECT ENTRY SURVIVAL RESULTS -

Ini tial Ve loc i ty ~ 61 . 3 km/sec 
Atmo sphere~ Stand rd ( p

0 
= 6 . 83 x 10- 5 g/cm3 , ~-l = 11.3 km) 

Flight Path Angl e~ -y1 = 90 ° 
Ini t ial Altitude ~ 250 km 

Ballistic Coefficient 2 (g/cm ) 

2 . 5 5. 0 7. 5 10 12.5 

Total entry heat ab-
sorption2 HT 
(kca l/cm) 20 . 2 34.8 45 . 1 62 . 5 68 . 9 

Spec i fic ablated ma ss 
loss, 6m (g/ cm2 ) 8 . 08 13 . 90 18 . 0 25 . 0 27 , 6 

Fractional abla t ed 
mass loss, Fm 3 . 23 2 .78 2 . 40 2 . 50 2 . 20 

Terminal velocity, Vt 
(km/sec) 0 . 134 0 . 20 1 0.415 1.185 3.45 

Peak el} try decelera-
tion, Vmax (Earth g's) 6350 

25 50 

83. 5 108 

33 . 4 43 ,2 

1. 33 0 . 864 

13 . 27 28 . 6 
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T· bl e 8 

TYPI CA .ER GRAZ I NG ENTRY S URVIVAL RESULTS -

ND TERMI NAL VELO ITY 

Initial Velocity ~ 47 065 km/se 
Atmosphere~ t ndard (p

0 
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of course, f i ct itious . 

In the direct entry cases and als o in angle entry cases 

the mass loss curves ostensibly indicate survival of heavy vehi

cles ; the Vt curves, however, show that these vehicles will 

have terminal velocities in excess of 1 km/sec. The higher 

terminal velocities imply that th thermal histories are not 

complete; hence the corresponding fractional mass loss curves 

would be op t imistic. 

The importance of these data lies in the fact that 

grazing entry traj ectories appear to be feasible while those 

of direct and angle entries do not . 

In the case of J upiter , direct and angle entries exhibit 

very few advantages except that their terminal guidance require

ments are not a ute . 

Anothe r important po int to recognize is that the com

puter program does not correct for mass loss . Yet, the mass 

l oss obviously i s very large, and one would expect large changes 

in my/A and corresponding changes in B. If mv decreases pro

port ionately fa ster than A, the decreasing B would have the 

effect of slowing the vehicle at a rate fas ter than a vehicle 

with constant ballist ic factor . 

From Figures 13 and 14, it i s obvious that mass losses 

are very substant i al . In order to obtain a very quick and pre

liminary est ima te of the mass loss effec t , a separate program 

was written using approximations to the entry equations which 

are reliable only for direct entries . This program corrected 
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the ballist i c c oefficient only for the ma s s change, not for 

changes i n frontal area or d rag coeff i cient; it used an improved 

heat transfer i ntegration rou t ine. The r esults are displayed 

in Figure 15. The F values for direct entr i e s which have been 
m 

plotted in Figure 15 wi ll b e slightly di fferent from (and 

better than) those given in the previous g raphs and tables. In 

two Jupiter direct entry cases, Fm was ca l culated as a function 

of initia l Busing i n one case the mass lo s s as a correction to 

B, and in another case using a constant B . For an initial B 

2 of 7 . 5 g/cm, the mass loss case g i ves F ' = 0.372, as opposed 
m 

to Fm= 2.1 7 for the constant B case; the terminal velocities 

(Vt) were 0 . 485 and 6 . 521 km/ sec, respec tively. For an initial 

2 B of 37 . 5 g/cm, the results show that i n the mass loss correct-

ed case F~ = 0 . 1 78, and Fm= 0 . 961 (the unc or r ected case); in 

the mass loss case V~ = 16 . 98 km / sec vs Vt= 18 . 86 km/sec 

(uncorrected) . he differenc es between the corrected (F~) and 

uncorrected Fm values are remarkable . Cl ea r l y the magnitude 

of the mass loss has a very profound effec t upon the entry 

thermodynamics and upon ult i mate survival. 

Finally, we should remark on the c onnection between 

multiple pass entries and survival . The i mpor tance of multiple 

pass entries i s that they greatly increase the max imum surviv

i ng B value . The greater range of surviving B values in grazing 

entries (Figs . 13, 14) results from the fa c t that the heavier 

vehicles take as many as three passes before being captured in 

an impact trajectory . This range would h ave been even larger 
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i f the maximum orbital period f ol lowing the first pass had been 

set larger than 107 sec . The grazing entry trajectory data 

als o reveal that : 

As B increases, the maximum h for entry capture p 
on the f i rst pass decreases. 

All vehicles regardless of B value will not enter 

on the f i rst pass if h ) 100 km. 
p 

All vehicles (irrespective of B) will escape (or 

enter very long period orbits) if h ) 125 km. p 

Multiple entries do not substant ially increase 

the total heat absorbed and from a survival view

point represent a rather good means of entering 

heavy vehicles successfully . 

The abov e results are only very slightly affected 

by atmospheric parameters (i.e . , "sea level" 

density ands ale height) . 

Peak deceleration f orces in grazing entries range 

f r om 50 to 200 g ' s, cont r asting with direct entry 

g's of 6000 and greater . 

5 . 4 Overall Resul ts 

As with most entry s ituat ions, the effect of entry 

angle is very strong, but in Jupiter's cas e grazing entry tra

jector ies bear wi th them both a lesser peak heating rate, qmax' 

and a lesser total heat absorption, H.r · This, of course, is a 

resu lt contrary to that usually found in inner planet entries, 

and is the effect of upiter 's high atmospheric rotation rate. 

The manner in which the fractional ablated mass loss varies 

wi th the ballistic coefficient shows that direct entry vehicles 
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with B ) 7 . 5 g/cm2 wi ll not only experience increased q , but max 

will not "survive" in the sense we have defined it . These 

deductions, however, result from the use of a constant ballistic 

factor and do not reflect the possible benefits of other phen

omena which may operate to reduce the heat ing effect . In 

general, the results definitely favor grazing entry; the sig

nificant effects, heating, total heat absorption, and decelera

tion forces, all are substantially less than in the angle and 

direct entry cases . Grazing entries in general permit a rather 

wide range of B values to survive . 

6 . CON LUSIONS 

The conclusions fall into two basic categories: Feasi

bility Results and Major Technical Problem Areas; both are very 

important and not unrelated . The conclusions regarding feasi

bility are heavily dependent upon our assumpt ions (see Appendix A). 

Under the stated assumptions and conditions, grazing 

entry trajector i es appear to be thermodynamically feasible; 

angle and direct entries apparently are not . The more general 

conclusion, however, should be that graz ing entries are always 

superior to other modes . Because of the conservatism in the 

heat transfer est imates, it is possible that direct entries in 

reality might survive, but these conditions also would affect 

the grazing entry survival results in a favorable manner . 

The finding that planetary capture is assured for 

h ( 125 km then leads to the result that the most feasible p 
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entries are graz i ng entries with corrido r s of h ( 125 km. But 
p 

such entries impose critical terminal guidance requirements. 

Account i ng for mass loss effects on ballistic coeffici

ent, for ablation product specific impulse , for thermal radia

t i on pressure and for possib ly important magnetofluid-dynamic 

forces may result in large performance gains . 

A retro maneuver in which as much as 6 km/sec would be 

removed from the entry velocity has an effect on survival, but 

the weight penalty greatly exceeds that which would have been 

lost by ablat i on i n accomplishing the same velocity decrement; 

the case for using a DV to ease the entry heating problem can

not be justified on a mass loss basis . 

We can speculate on the survival of entry probes for 

the outer planets by comparing planet characteristics and using 

the same surviva l criteria. Grazing entr i e s into Saturn appear 

feasible , but the success of a direct entry vehicle should be 

considered o The feasibility of such entr ies, nevertheless, 

depends on the elemental constitution of these planets in their 

visibly accessible atmospheres and upon t he validity of the 

survival criteria for each . 

Major uncertainties in the compos i t ion of the atmos

pheres of the outer planets, in the thermophysical properties 

of high temperature gases, in hyperson i c heat transfer, and in 

the performance of ablator materials essentially comprise the 

major technical problem areas . 
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Our current knowledge about the composition and struc

ture of the atmospheres of the outer plane ts is grossly inade

quate for detailed entry studies . If hel ium is assumed to be 

present, then the key unknown is its abundance, because this 

one unknown introduces ult i mately the l argest uncertainty in 

the survival results . Therefore, the quest ions of whether and 

how much helium exists in the Jovian planet s are the most ur

gent. 

The ultra - high shock temperatures generated in outer 

planet entr i es mak~ it imperative that the chemistry and physics 

of gases and gas mixtures specifically H2-He) at very high 

temperatures and pressures be theoretical l y understood and 

experimentally determined . The la k of engineering methods to 

calculate their high temperature thermophysical properties, 

especial ly radiative properties of gases and ga s mixtures, and 

the lack of exper imental data po se ser ious impediments to 

est i mating even gross radiative properties. 

Current heat transfer prediction schemes generally fail 

to treat adequately, if at all, the collect ive heating effect 

of the individual heat transfer processes, i . e . , the total 

hypersonic heat transfer environment . Schemes which treat the 

radiation-dominant cases are too s pecialized to be of general 

use. The basic deficiency is the inabil ity to describe and 

solve the coupling between modes of heat transfer and the gas

dynamic variables . 
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The physical survival of a Jupi t er entry vehicle rests 

almost entirely u pon the effect iveness of the ablator system. 

If the ablator fails, the vehicle fa i ls . Th is deduction ex

poses a more bas i c problem - tha t of establishing criteria for 

select ing t h ese ma t er i als. The respons e of an ablator system 

t o a very h i gh heat f l u x environmen t s ubstant ially modifies 

that env i ronment, and the equi l i brium reached in the process 

var i es wi th local geometry ; and all of t hese vary greatly with 

t i me . The po i nt is that withou t reas onable specifications of 

the environment and o f the mater i ls, l i t tle hope exists for 

maki ng reasonable estimates of ablator performance in outer 

planet entr i es by extrapolat i ng curren t technology . The basic 

question of materials performance itself is no t clear, but it 

seems certain to be related to hydrogen c ompatibility, ablation 

shaping and optimum initial s hape, and to high pres sure thermo

dynamics . 

7 . RECOMMENDA I ONS 

The helium abundanc e on the J ovian planet is a question 

wh i ch we regard as the primary area for further study. The most 

immediate quest i on i s, of course, that of a lac k of data on 

J u p i ter's hel i um abundance . For t hi s reason, we strongly urge 

mo re groun d ·-based observations ( i ncluding Earth orbiting astron

omy, and oc ultation exper i ments . Thes e recommendations are 

not i ncons i stent wi th the probe's mi ssion , since we must know 

a p r iori abou t the upper atmosphere, wh ich the probe must pene

trate i n order t o l ook at the lower atmosphere. Much closer 
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bracketing of planetary composition and structure data will be 

needed before engineering design may be i ni t iated . 

In recommending ground-based spec troscopic observations 

we realize the extreme difficulty in detec ting helium and 

measuring its abundance, and tha t orbiters and flybys can add 

little to improve this situat ion . Occultation experiments, 

however, can g i ve scale height, if not c omposition information; 

and s uch data would be very u sefu l in resolv ing the helium 

question . I mproved techniques and more sophisticated approaches 

now being dev loped give some promise tha t reasonable ground

based estimates of composition will be ava ilab le in the early 

1970's. If not, consideration of sacrificial probes may become 

necessary. 

Even though Jupiter helium abunda nce data do not ye t 

exist, the thermophysical properties of helium are of general 

interest and should be studied. In Jov ian entry design studies, 

the properties of pure helium (or pure hydrogen for that matter) 

will likely be of limited value . More properly are needed the 

physics and hemistry of a hydrog n - helium mixture representa

tive of Jup iter 's upper atmosphere . Our cu rrent information 

allows equally plausible models of hydrogen - rich or helium-rich 

atmospher S c Assuming that reasonably accurate helium abundance 

data are not soon forthcoming, we would recommend an exploratory 

study to examine the gross properties of two hydrogen-helium 

compos itions , one 3 0 percent (hydrogen-r ich) and the other 70 

percent hel ium helium-r i ch). Such a study should give a good 
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feel for the types of, and difficulties i n, the problems in

volved. Also, it would shed l ight on how t he entry thermo

dynamics problems wil l vary with the ind ivi dua l outer planets, 

since the planetary helium abundance is expec ted to increase 

with increasing distance from the Sun. 

The transfer of hea t at very high v e lo c ities is tremen

dously complex, and requires muc.h more understanding than appar

ently now ex i sts . The thermal radiation transfer process, its 

effects on the flow field and enthalp y d i s tribution, and its 

i nteraction wi t h the ablation products and oncoming flow stream 

should be studied from a theoretic al viewpoint as well as by 

experimentation. A comprehensive heat t ransfer prediction scheme 

is a necessity . Accounting for separable o r distinguishable 

heat transfer p rocesses individually will not be a valid approach 

when, as in the c ase of very high velocit i es, al l these pro

cesses are strongly coup led and vary greatly with geometry and 

time . For outer planet entries such scheme s must be developed 

early enough to be available in engineer ing f o r m to vehicle 

designers . 

The mechanisms of heat transfer by ions and electrons 

in c ollisions with the wall and the p l asma-dynamic effects of 

the ions on the struc t ure and thermochemi s try of the flow field 

need to be understood more fundamentally. I n short, the over

all effects of intense l y radiating shock l a yers on the heat 

transfer processes deserve much attent ion . 
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A materials system resistant to or inert to hydrogen is 

very much needed. The ablator material wou l d ideally be char

acterized by high strength and optimum mechanical properties, 

a l ow temperature of but a very high heat of vaporization/ 

subl imat ion, and by transparent ablat ion products. The impor

tant, if not the main, unknowns in ablator heat shields for 

Jupiter entries are the optimum initial shape and the manner 

in which the shape hanges during ablation. The shape problem 

is of fundamental importance and should be given early attention. 

We cannot recommend the early init iation of studies to 

devise techniques or processes to suppress entry heat transfer, 

although there are evidently many constructive and theoretically 

promising concepts . One possible except ion in this respect is 

boundary layer gas injection, because it may drastically influ

ence not only the overall heat transfer but the pattern of ab

lation shaping. 

For heavy vehicles, grazing entries with multiple passes 

must be considered because of the survival conditions. There 

is much room for optimizing the entry trajectory in terms of 

survival criteria for such entries, particularly in the cases 

of vehicles with non-zero Lift/Drag coeff i c ients. 

In addition to devoting considerable effort to the 

development of the above technolog i ca l problem areas, NASA 

should also give early attention to the development of scienti

f i c objectives of total Jupiter explorat ion, especially to 

those that suborbital missions could support . 
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Since the c oncept o f s u r viva l we have devised has been 

based on s omewhat arbitrary criteria, it would be appropriate 

to examine these cr i teria more closely in future endeavors. 

I n terms of spec i fics t h e a bove recommendations are 

these : 

A . Research on t he helium abundance and the composi

tion and temperature profiles of the outer planets 

u s i ng theoretical and empirical models, ground

based observations, Earth satellite astronomy, 

mul t ifrequency oc cu ltat ion and spectroscopy 

measurements on early fl yb y /orbiter, and stellar 

occultations when opportune'. 

B . Theoret i cal and experimental determinations of: 

1 . The thermal radiat ive proper ties of helium to 

60 , 000 °K, of hydrogen to 25,000°K, and of the 

planetary minor constituents ( CH4 , NH3 ) to 

25 , 000 ° K. 

2 . The thermodynamic and t ransport properties of 

helium to 60 000 ° K, and of the planetary minor 

cons t i tuents to 25 , 000 ° K. 

3. The effects of high temperature hydrogen-helium 

chemistry on stru t u re of the shock layer and 

flow f i eld. 

C. Fundamental and a pp lied studies in hypersonic gas

dynamics t o develop mo re comprehensive and more 

accu r ate heat trans fer prediction schemes or to 

extend the range of validity of existing correla

t ions ; and to better unders tand the effects of gas 

injection , up stream heating , and of ablation and 

a blation produ ts on hypersonic heat transfer. 
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D. Fundamental and app l ied research on low tempera

ture high enthalpy ablator materials resistant to 

hydrogen / helium mi xtures on the geometric shape 

changes induced by ablation, and on the 1:-allistic 

and thermodynamic effects of these changes. 

E. An exper imenta l probe to Jupiter, which would either 

(1) enter Jupiter's upper atmosphere on a grazing 

trajectory capture a sample of its atmosphere, and 

return to Earth f or examina tion; (2) upon entering 

J upiter's atmosphere in a non- surviving descent, 

provide a luminous wake f or spec trographic analysis 

by an orb i ting spacecraft , or (3) be an instrumented 

engineer ing dummy to determine the thermal environ

ment, ab l a t ion ra t es, materials performance, and the 

assoc i ated thermodynami cs. 
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Ap pendix A 

HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER ASSUMPTIONS 
FOR THE CONTINUUM REGIME 
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Append i x A 

HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER ASSUMPTIONS 
FOR THE CONTINUUM REGIME 

A. l ASSUMPTIONS OF NECESSITY 

A. The shock layer is optically thick, and its opti
cal properties may be calculated from a knowledge 

of the Rosseland Mean Free Path. 

The assumption of an optically thick shock layer corresponds to 

a gas emissivity approaching unity; henc e it is conservative. 

The Rosseland Mean Free Path overpredicts emissivity except at 

high opacity thus erring on the conservative side. The assump

tion becomes nece8sa~y (at l8ast in this stucy) because the 

shock statistics - compo s i tion thickness, radiative properties 

of constituents - are either unknown individually or their ex

pressions are mathematically intractable . 

B. Thermal radia tion from the shock layer has a 

negligible effect on shock profile and on con

vective heat transfer . 

Thermal radiation from the shock layer has the effect of reduc

ing temperatures and temperature gradients, which in turn a~fect 

shock profile and convective heat transfer . The assumption is 

conservative but allows independent computation of convective 
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and radia t ive heat ing . It is conservative because the total 

energy dissipation is not restra ined by energy conservation 

requirements, and thus the thermal radiation is not assumed to 

deplete the energy available t o other processes, and vice versa. 

C. Ablation products do not react with atmospheric 

components to increase the heat transfer. 

The ablation products might enter into chemical reactions with 

the atmospheric constituents, and may have a profound heat 

transfer effect . We cannot judge the effects of uncertainties 

i n this assumption because the abla t or material and its pro

ducts in a J ovian atmosphere are unknown; nevertheless, an 

app ropriate cho i ce of materia l s would minimize such effects. 

D. Ablat ion produc ts do not affect the overall 

heat transfer . 

The heat transfer processes produce a very high ab l ation rate. 

Unless a low temperature ab l ator is used, the ablation products 

will be very hot, will contribute t o the radiative heating, 

and will affect the convective heating rate (Craig and Davey 

1963). Nevertheless, the omission of their potential contribu

tions to the total heat rate should not lead to large or un

acceptable errors, because of compens ating effects and also 

because the predicted heat rates approach closely to their 

theoretical limits . 
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E. Induced chemical reactions of the components 

of the atmosphere do no t affect overall heat 

transfer . 

The outer planet atmospheres cons is t mainly of hydrogen and 

helium . We do not expect that they will interact chemically 

with one another to the extent of having first order effects 

on the overall heat transfer . The minor constituents of methane 

(CH4 ) and ammonia (NH3 ) likewi se are not expected to react 

significantly either with one another or with hydrogen and/or 

helium . Thes_e constituents in general would not be expected 

in other than trace concentrat ions above the cloud layers. 

F. Recombination of electrons and ions at the 

vehicle's surface can be neglected. 

This process increases the heat transfer to the vehicle because 

it involves considerably greater energy per collision than is 

transferred in convection (in which only kinetic energy is 

transferred) . Without detailed calculations of the ion-electron 

distributions in the flow field, it is impossible to estimate 

what fraction of the total ion-electron concentrations will 

recomb i ne at the vehicle's surface. A previous assumption -

that of an optically thick shock layer - tends to reduce the 

error in this assumption, since the optically thick layer will 

radiate the energy before it can be released in surface recom

bination . 
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G. Over the major portion of the entry trajectory, 

the ballist ic characteristics of the vehicl2 

do not change. 

In assuming constant ballistic properties we are actually asking 

the quantity mV/CDA to rema in constant; this may not be · unreason

able depending upon how rapidly vehicle mass, mv, and projected 

(frontal) area, A, change due to ablation. However, if ablation 

causes gross shape changes, the drag coeff i c ient, CD, may also 

change . This assumption must be made because large mass losses 

are inevitable ; the resulting changes in area and in drag co

efficient, though perhaps dependent in part upon the ablator 

and its initial configuration, remain unknown . The assumption 

would be conservative i f ab l ation reduces the ballistic factor ; 

this is probably the more l ikely occurrence because area would 

change less rapidly than the mass. 

H. The composition and temperature of the atmosphere 

do no~ change. Minor constituents are not present 

in su~ficient quantity to register first order 

thermodynamic effects. 

All the . trajector~es in this report have been calculated under 

the assumption of constant properties of the gas-dynamically 

sensibl.e atmosphere. The first part of this assumption should . 

hold in · the case of Jupiter since we will require that all of 

the velocity loss occur in the stratosphere (the isothermal 

atmosphere) . How wel l it would hold for the remainder of the 

outer p lanets we do not know . 
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The second part of thi s assumption removes the necessity 

to calculate the thermophysical properties of minor constituents. 

Lack of information and data concerning what elements a re ure

sent, in what concentrations , and about the ir high temperature 

reactions and thermophysical properties necessitates this 

assumpt ion . Planetary compos i tion information becomes increas-· 

i ngly sparse going from the nearest to the furthest of the 

outer planets . 

A.2 ASSUMPTIONS OF CONVENIENCE 

The assumptions made largely to reduce the complexity 

or magnitude of the computational problem i nclude : 

I. Stagnation point heat i ng pred i ction s are con-

servative (pessimist ic) . 

Peak heating usual ly oc curs at the stagnat i on point. Thus stag

nation point heat absorption rates generally over-pred i ct the 

average heat transfer. The assumption is common practice and 

easily justified in gasdynamic heat transfer experiments (Hayes 

and Probstein 1959). With some configurations , however , peak 

heating may not occur at the stagnation point; but i n such 

cases the excess 0ver stagnation point heating is probably not 

greater than 25 percent, and the overall geometric average is 

probably still less than that at the stagnation point. Com

pared to other possible errors , this i s a minor one . 
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J. Re-radiation from the vehicle is negligible, 

relative to the radiative intensities in the 

gas stream. 

This is a conserva tive and realistic assumpt i on, which removes 

the need to cal culate vehicle wall temperatures and enthalpies. 

K. All heat transferred to the vehicle causes abla-

tion . 

This neglects the relatively small storage and conductivity 

terms in the heat balance . . It is easily justified, and some

what conservative. 

L. The entha l pies of the vehicle body and of the 

thermal boundary layer very near the wall are 

negligib ly smal l compared to that of the shock 

layer . 

This is a conservative assumption because it presumes a maximum 

enthalpy difference between the shock l ayer and the vehicle 

body . It also eliminates the need to calculate vehicle enthal

p ies and temperatures. 
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Appendix B 

PREDICTION SCHEMES FOR CONVECTIVE Rt:ATING 
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Appendix B 

PREDICTION SCHEME S FOR CONVECTIVE HEATING 

Ideally, we want a comprehensive pred i ction scheme or 

correlation (a predict i on scheme with experimental validity) 

which will give tota l heat transfer rates at velocities up to 

60 km/sec i n a comb ined hydrogen-h el ium atmosphere. In fact, 

however, there are no convective correlations for heat transfer 

in either hydrogen or helium at velocities greater than 10 km/sec. 

Convec t ive heat transfer correlations usual ly b reak down when 

ionization influences the heat transfer process . Since each 

gas has its pecul i ar density and temperature conditions at 

which ionization becomes significan t , the present task becomes 

one of finding the upper useful limi t of a correlation, and 

using a theoretical scheme at velocit i.es in excess of this limit. 

After reviewing several prediction schemes an expression 

due to Fay, Moffatt, and Probstein (referred to hereafter as 

FMP) was selected (Fay et al. 1964 ) . This method estimates 

the stagnation po int convective heat transfer coefficient* in 

*All of the expressions for h eat transfer i n this report are for 
stagnation point heat i n g and al l assume a vehicle nose radius 
of 0.5 meter . 
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highly ionized flow fields about blunt spherical bodies. The 

FMP method i s quite general and should be reasonably valid for 

velocities up to 60 km/sec. 

The FMP expression is: 

in which 

E K 
= 0 .64 l s 

✓E RV Vp C 
oo Ps 

E = Pro / ps = ( 'Y-1)/('Y+l) (for M00 ))1) 

p = ro 

Ps = 

'Y = 

M = 
00 

RV = 

V = 

CPs = 

k = 

m. = 
1. 

ze = 

Ts = 

Free stream (ambient) density 

Stagnation point density 

Ratio of specific heats, c /c p V 

Free stream mach number 

Radius of nose cone, 0 .5 meter 

Gasdynamic ve l oc i ty 

Effective ionic heat capacity 

Boltzmann's constant 

Ionic mass 

Effective electronic charge 

Temperature in stagnation region. 

(Bl) 

The subscripts e and i refer to electrons and ions, respectively; 

the subscripts refers to conditions in the shock at the stag

nation po int. The term El Ks comes from Spitzer (1956) and is 

essentially the thermal conductivity i n the gas stream at the 

stagnation point, assuming a zero potential gradient. Spitzer 
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gives the conductivity of an ideal (Lorentz) gas as 

oT T5/2 
Ks= 4.67 x 10-l 2 

ze ln T 

where 

ln T = 9 . 43 + 0.5 ln (T3 /ne), 

and 

ne = electron number density. 

(B2) 

The quantities E1 , oT, and T , defined by Spitzer (1956) account 

for thermoelectric, real gas, and electron shielding effects, 

respectively. 

In the computations and throughout this report, the 

heat transfer rates are expressed in units of cal/cm2-sec; all 

other quantities are in cgs units unless otherwise noted. For 

comparison: 

1 cal/cm2-sec = 3 . 60 BTU/ft2-sec 

= 4 . 184 x 10 7 erg/cm2-sec 

= 4 . 184 joule/cm2-sec 

To obtain the FMP expression in the form of Eq. 9, i.e., 

velocity, V, and ambient dens i ty, Poo, as variables, Equation 

Bl was solved for various values of V and p
00

• Table B-i lists 

representative data resulting from such solutions for both hy

drogen and helium . The l ogarithms of heat transfer rates ob

tained were then cross-p l otted vs. log V (at constant p) and 

vs . log p (at constant V) to obt~in the best fits to the pre

scribed form . The process which Table B-1 reflects is the 
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Table B-1 

THERMODYNAMICS AND CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER RATES* OF HYDROGEN {Hz 2 AND HELIUM {He } 

Stagnation Electron Number 

Gas dynamic Stagnation Ambient Stagnation Temperature, Density n Fractional FMP Heat Transfer 
T (°K x 10- 3) (e - /cm~)** Ionization*** Rate (cal/cm2 - sec) 

Velocity) V Enthalpy, hs Densit3, r, Pressure, Ps s 
(km/sec (kcal/gram) (g/cm) 

,- en 
(atm) Hz He Hz He Hz He Hz(q1) He(qz) 

60 430 10 - 9 0.04 14.0 38.4 1.37(14) 1.15(15) 3.68 2 . 54 6 . 1 85 
10-8 0.4 17.6 43.2 1.41(15) 1.02(16) 3 .7 9 2.50 30 400 
10 - 7 4 . 0 19.5 49.0 1.25 (16) 8 . 85(16) 3.50 2.44 147 1600 

48 275 10- 9 0.03 11. 5 34.4 9.00(12) 1.13(15) 2.90 2.13 3 . 4 58 
10-7 3 . 0 15.5 42 . 4 8.1 (15) 8 .98 (16) 2.75 2.08 74 1050 

42 210 10- 9 0 . 02 11.0 27.7 7.4 (13) 1. 33(15) 2 . 66 2.00 2.9 34 
10 - 8 0.24 12.4 28 . 4 6.22(14) 1.29(16) 2.57 1. 99 13 125 
10 - 7 2.4 14.5 30.2 6 . 3 (15) 1.20(17) 2.54 1. 97 61 480 

ex, 10 - 6 24 16.5 33.8 4 .75 (16) 1.05 (18) 2.40 1. 94 280 2250 l.n 

36 154 10- 9 0 . 02 18. 8 1.73(15) 1. 80 14 
10-8 0.17 21.2 1.49(16) 1. 76 61 
10- 7 1. 7 24.3 1.27(17) 1. 73 205 
10-6 17 28.1 1.06(18) 1. 69 1400 

30 107 10-8 0 .11 9.4 19.5 1.09(14) 1.30(16) 2.07 1.50 5 . 3 45 
10-7 1.1 10.3 22.2 4.08(15) 1.07(17) 2 . 05 1.48 24 210 
10- 6 11 11.0 25 . 4 4.60(15) 8 . 84(17) 2.03 1.44 88 950 

24 68.8 10-8 0.07 4.3 3.53(10) 9 . 06 (15) 1. 98 1.29 0.6 33 
10 - 7 o. 71 4.7 3.15(10) 1. 95 2.7 
10- 6 7.1 5.4 23.1 1. 22 {13 2 6 . 17{172 1.88 1. 24 13 700 

*Based on stagnation point cznditions 
*0~1.37 (14) is read 1.37 x 101 . 

according to method of Fay-Moffatt-Probstein (1964). 

***Expressed as moles of electrons per or iginal mole of undis socia ted, nonionized gas . 



following: Given Pm and V, the dynamic pressure, ps' and the 

enthalpy, hs, at the stagnation point could be cRlcuJ.at~d from 

the expressions : 

p -/( = 1/2 p v2 
S 00 

and 

h = v2/2 
s 

Once hs and ps are known, Ts may be found in thermodynamic 

tables (for H2 , Kubin and Presley 1964, Krascella 1963), (and 

for He, Lick and Emmons 1962), in which also we can find the 

degrees of dissociation and the ion and electron fractions. 

These data are then used to evaluate the FMP convective heat 

transfer coefficients and heat transfer rates. All q values 

refer to heat absorption in the vehicle. 

The FMP heat transfer expression for hydrogen, q1 , is 

very well represented in the velocity range V) 30 km/sec by: 

1 81 10-12 o . 5 v2.65 . 
ql = . x Pao (B3) 

Similarly , the helium convective heat transfer expression, for 

V) 36 km/sec, is 

-16 q 2 = 1 X 10 Pao 
o.625 v3.5 . (B4) 

Plots of log q1 and log q 2 vs. log V however, show dis

tinct changes in slope (i . e . , the exponent of V) at 30 and 

36 km/sec for hydrogen and helium, respectively. At velocities 

*The dynamic pressure Psis actually Ps = p0 + 1/2 p
00

V2 , but 
the ambient pressure, p0 , is usually very small compared to 
1/2 roo v2 . 
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below these "limits" the exponent of V approaches values more 
' 

commonly found in (experimental) correlations. In any case we 

have regarded these "limits" as the lower limits of validity 

for the FMP expression for predicting heat transfer in ionized 

flow and also as the upper limit to ~an extrapolation of a 

correlation . The basis for this arrangement follows from the 

fact that at velocities less than 30 km/sec (for hydrogen) the 

electron/ion density is less than 1 percent of the total number 

density . 

A correlation for stagnation point heating in hydrogen 

reported by Marvin and Deiwert (1965) suitable for our purposes 

is given in the form : 

= C (BS) 

The Marvin-Deiwert heat transfer rate for H2 (in which C = 23.9 

and N = 2 . 24) with R = 0 . 5 meter becomes: 

q3 = 1 . 94 x 10-15 Poo 0.5 v3.24_ (B6) 

(Marvin and Deiwert did not work with helium.) 

Equation B6 compares reasonably well with the FMP ex

pression (Equation Bl). In the case of the reformulated Marvin

Deiwert expression (Equation B6) calculations were made only 

for velocities below 30 km/sec . It is well to note that this 

represents a factor of three extrapolation and is thus bound 

to deviate significantly from the true situation. The 
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thermodynamic data show that ionization does not become signi

ficant (heat-transfer wise) until tpis velocity is reached, 

and the evidence seems to indicate that the usual convective 

correlations break down seriously only when ionization is of 

the order of 1 percent and more . 

Finally, in selecting the hydrogen convective heat 

transfer prediction scheme, we have adopted the Fay-Moffatt

Probstein (FMP) prediction method (q 1 ) for velocities between 

60 and 30 km/sec and the Marvin-Deiwert (M-D) correlation (q 3) 

for velocities below 30 km/sec, because it has an empirical 

bas is and is conservative . Table B~2compares these predicted 

rates at several velocities and ambient densities. 
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Velocity 
(km/sec) 

24 

30 

36 

Table B-2 

COMPARISON OF PREDICTED CONVECTIVE 
HEAT TRANSFER RATES 

(cal / cm2-sec) 

Ambi~nt Density 

.- 10 - 8 grn/cm3 
' ... 

10-6 

q l1'° q3 ~'c,'1; ql 
I 

14 . 6 91.1 
I 

146 

27 . 0 192 270 

42 . 8 339 428 

gm/cm3 

q3 

911 

1920 

3390 

*qi, Fay-Moffatt-Probstein expression for convective 
heat transfer in hydrogen .. (Fay, Moffatt and Probstein 1964). 

h'.q 3 , Marvin-Deiwert correlation for convective heat 
transfer in hydrogen (Marvin and Deiwert 1965) . 
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Appendix C 

THE RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER MODEL 
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Appendix C 

THE RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER MODE~ 

In an effort to remain conservative, we have assumed 

that the net radiation transfer to the vehicle depends only 

upon shock temperature, pressure, and structure. We expect the 

shock layer thickness in the free molecular regime to depend 

upon the mean free path both upstream and downstream of the 

shock front (Talbot 1962) . Empirical measurements (Seif£ 1962) 

of the shock wave thickness, 6 , show that in the continuum 
s 

regime it is of the order of 1/lOth the radius of the body 

the R/10 approximation . The transition from a shock layer 

determined by mean free path (in the free molecular and transi

tion regimes) to one determined by vehicle geometry bears im

portantly on the radiative heat tr~nsrer estimate. The matter 

becomes even more complex in highly ionized flows. In any case, 

because it gives a far more conservative result, we use an 

empirical value . Nevertheless there remain these questions: 

How does the shock layer thickness and its 

development depend on ambient density and 

vehicle geometry; _ to what extent does the 

flow regime affect this determination; and 

wh2t is the structure of a strongly ionized shock? 
IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
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A search of the literature for the radiative properties 

of gases at high tempera tures revealed that while some theoreti

cal studies are available, rela tively few detailed calculations 

except for air and other oxygen-nitrogen mixtures, have been 

made, and with the same exceptions none have been directly sup-· 

ported by experiment . 

Our approach then is to construct the radiative heat 

transfer model based on calculated gross radiative properties . 

Krascella (1963 ) has tabulated both thermodynamic data and the 

Rosseland Mean Opacity (RMO) for hydrogen to 200,000° Rankine. 

The RMO can be combined with the shock thickness to obtain an 

approximate emi ssivity . The emi ssivity of a gas has the form 

(Cl) 

which in the optically thick case reduces to 

(C2) 

To first order we can now write the radiative heat transfer 

rate, q4 , of the shock layer radiation as 

(C3) 

where 

qrad = Sho ck radiation heat flux absorbed in vehicle, 

6 = s Shock thickness, cm 

LR = Rosseland mean free path (= 1/RMO), cm 
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(J = Stefan-Boltzmann constant, cal/cm2-°K4 

T
8 

= Stagnation temperature, °K. 

The hydrogen RM0 data (Krascella 1963) and Ts4 (from Ts data in 

Table B-1) were both fitted to a curve of the standard form 

(cf . Equation 9) . Using in Equation C2 the RM0 and T 4 data 
s 

and a shock thickness of 0 . 13 Rv (Bronshten 1964), i.e., 6.5 cm 

for R = 0 . 5 meter, we finally have the result for the absorbed 

radiative heat transfer from a hydrogen shock: 

2 3 625 10 - 25 P 1.8 . v6 
q4 = ' X 00 (C4) 

The radiative heat absorption rate in the vehicle is q4 ; 2q4 

is the estimated total radiative flux of the shock, where the 

factor 2 accounts for the fact that at least one half the radi

ation flux is directed away from the vehicle. Equation C4 pre

dicts the values computed from Equation C3 to within 20 percent, 

but, in certain cases, ex~eeds the blackbody flux - in e£fect 

-1 > predicting that EH= LR os 1 . Since the radiative flux 

cannot exceed the blackb.ody flux for any given temperature, the 

latter acts as an upper bound on the predicted radiative heat 

transfer rate. In the case of hydrogen the blackbody flux ab

sorbed in the vehicle, at the stagnation temperature, is given 

by the expression 

(CS) 

For helium, the blackbody heat flux is: 

2q6 = 5 . 832 x 10-30 Poo 0.22 VS.60 . (C6) 
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High temperature radiative data for helium could not be found 

in a form useful for estimating heat transfer. It would be 

possible to obtain these data from theory, but this was outside 

the s cope of the s t udy. As Table C-1 shows, q6 frequently ex

ceeds the free stream ent halpy flux, qF, and hence is an un

r ealistic prediction scheme . The time profiles of radiative 

r ates q4 and q5 are compar ed i n Figure C-1 for a direct entry 

t raj ectory, and in Figure C-2, for a grazing entry. 

We must emphasize that no useful helium radiative data 

were found . Further, it should be realized that the radiative 

data fo r hydrogen (Krascella 1963) are theoretically computed 

data and have not been verified experimentally. Engineering 

data must be generated before probe vehicles can be intelli

gent ly designed. 

In Table C-1 we have presented the heat transfer rates 

predicted by the r adiative expressio-.1s and the free s t ream 

expression for se l ected velocit i es and densities. The magni

tudes are very. great and it is worth appreciating them in terms 

of ablation rates. For example, if we assume an ablator density 

of 1 . 0 gm/cm3 , a heat of ab l ation of 2500 cal/gram, and a heat 

t r ansfer rate of 6250 cal/cm2 , we see that the surface recession 

r a t e is 2. 5 cm/sec (at the s t agnation poin t). Undoubtedly this 

rate cannot long be tolerated . 

The above schemes have al l been based on properties of 

the pure components, and it is wo r t h asking to what extent the 

pure hydrogen results woul d r epresent or depart from those of 
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Table C-1 

COMPARISON OF PREDICTIONS 
OF RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER EXPRESSIONS 

Atmospheric 
q4 q5 q6 qF Velocity Density 

(km/sec) g/cm3 (cal/cm2-sec) (cal/cm2-sec) (cal/cm2-sec) (cal/cm2-sec) 

36 10 - 8 1. 57 3.55 X 103 2.63 X 105 5.57 X 103 

36 10-6 6.25 X 103 1. 29 X 104 7.25 X 105 5.57 X 105 

60 10-8 33.6 2.33 X 104 4.6 X 106 2.58 X 104 

60 10 - 6 1. 34 X 105 8 .46 X 104 1. 27 X 10 7 2.58 X 106 

*A11 exp ressions (except qF) give estimated radiative heat transfer rates; q4 is radi
ative rate for Hz; q5 is blackbody rate for H2 (an upper bound on Hz radiative heating 
estimates); q6 is blackbody rate for He; and qF is free stream heating (an upper bound 
on a ll heating rates). 



H2-He mixtures . As the temperature in mixtures of the two goes 

up, much of the free stream energy will be absor0ed ln ~1yd.cogen 

dissociation . In fact, because hydrogen would be almost com

pletely dissociated before either Hor He begins to ionize, 

the properties of H- He mixtures can be estimated by averaging 

properties of individual components, i.e . , up to the point of 

large electron number densities . Above electron mole fractions 

- 2 of 10 , however, the cross - sections for electron ionization 

become of first order importance as does the probability of 

ionizing collisions of hydrogen and He atoms. The risks in

volved in simple averaging of thermophysical properties of hig 

t emperature gas mixtures become too great when ionization must 

be considered . 

Because the emissivi ty of the shock layer depends so 

s trongly on the shock thickness, and since the opacity of the 

s hock layer is crllcial to the E.stimation of rad::..ative heat 

flux, the shock structure problem requires serious attention. 

The magni t ude of the calculated radiative heat flux makes it 

imperative that the radiation absorption in the vehicle be 

minimized . Possible techniques or devices to suppress the 

stagnation temperature include vehicle reflectance maximization, 

low temperature abla~ors, and gas bounddry layer injection. 

Low temperature ablators and gas injection would seem to hold 

the greatest promise, mainly because of their potential effects 

on the shock layer temperatures . 
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